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1. blare To make a loud, harsh sound. 
   
2. promptly Done in an immediate way. 
   
3. feat An achievement requiring great courage, skill, or strength. 
   
4. rubber A tough elastic polymeric substance made from the latex of a tropical tree or 

synthetically. 
   
5. lock A mechanism for keeping a door, lid, or container fastened, typically operated by a key. 
   
6. comfy Comfortable. 
   
7. den A wild animal´s lair or habitation.  
   
8. yawn To open the mouth wide and take a long deep breathe usually involuntarily, because of 

tiredness or boredom. 
   
9. wrestle To fight with somebody by gripping and pushing rather than hitting. 
   
10. deafen To make somebody temporarily or permanently unable to hear. 
   
11. spin To turn or cause to turn round quickly. 
   
12. peekaboo A game played with a young child, which involves hiding and suddenly reappearing, 

saying “peekaboo”.   
   
13. cozy Comfortable, warm, and secure. 
   
14. skitter To move lightly and quickly with small scampering steps. 
   
15. manage Manage, managed, managing. To be in charge of something such as a store, or project 

and be responsible for its smooth running. 
   
16. plug A piece of solid material fitting tightly into a hole and blocking it up.  
   
17. blissful Extremely happy; full of joy. 
   
18. chime Chime, chimed, chiming. To make a melodious ringing sound. 
   
19. whine A long, high-pitched complaining cry. 
   
20. bicker To argue in a bad tempered way about something unimportant. 
   
21.    doze off To fall into a light sleep, especially unintentionally. 
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22. chuckle Chuckle, chuckled, chuckling. To laugh quietly or inwardly. 
   
23. wonder Wonder, wondered, wondering. To be in a state of amazed admiration or awe. 
   
24. gasp Gasp, gasped, gasping. To catch one´s breath with an open mouth, owing to pain or 

astonishment. 
   
25. strip Strip, stripped, stripping. Remove all coverings or clothes from. 
   
26. giggle Giggle, giggled, giggling. Laugh lightly in a nervous or silly manner. 
   
27. fuzzy Describes hair growing in a very tight curly mass. 
   
28. sake The purpose of doing, obtaining, achieving, or maintaining something. 
   
29. potty Foolish; slightly irrational (informal). 
   
30. argue To express disagreement with somebody especially continuously or angrily. 
   
31. unplug To disconnect (an electrical device) by removing its plug from a socket.  
   
32. puzzle Puzzle, puzzled, puzzling. To confuse somebody by being difficult or impossible to 

understand. 
   
33. gaily In a light-hearted and cheerful manner. 
   
34. glance Glance, glanced, glancing. To take a brief or hurried look. 
   
35. billboard A large board used to display advertisements. 
   
36. aware Having knowledge or perception of a situation or fact. 
   
37. behavior The way in which someone behaves. 
   
38. jagged With rough, sharp points protruding. 
   
39. blast Destructive wave of highly compressed air spreading outwards from an explosion. 
   
40. fear An unpleasant emotion caused by the threat of danger, pain or harm. 
   
41.  legislature The legislative body of a state. 
   
42. amendment A minor improvement. 
   
43. deny Deny, denied, denying. To refuse to admit the truth or existence of. 
   
44. scoop Scoop, scooped, scooping. To pick up with a scoop. 
   
45. strained Not relaxed or comfortable; showing signs of strain. 
   
46.  sew Join, fasten, or repair by making stitches with a needle and thread or a sewing machine. 
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47. seam A line where two pieces of fabric are sewn together in a garment or other article. 
   
48. stitch A loop of thread or yarn resulting from a single pass or movement of the needle in 

sewing, knitting, or crocheting. 
   
49. mutton The flesh of a fully grown sheep, eaten as food. 
   
50. abolitionist A person who favors the abolition of something, especially capital punishment or 

(formerly) slavery. 
   
51. throng A large, densely packed crowd of people or things. 
   
52. inheritance A thing that is inherited from the past. 
   

 
     SCIENCE  AND  GEOGRAPHY 
 
 

1. layers Earth is made of layers; each layer is like a separate cover or blanket. 
   
2. crust The outside layer of Earth. It is made of rocks. 
   
3. plates Earth´s crust is made of large pieces called plates. 
   
4. landslide When loose rocks and soil tumble down steep mountains. 
   
5. igneous Rocks that form when melted rock from inside Earth cools. 
   
6. Sedimentary rocks They form when small pieces of other rocks or parts of dead plants or animals are 

pressed together very hard. 
   
7. metamorphic Rocks that form deep inside Earth when heat and squeezing change other rocks. 
   
8. continental shelf The part of the ocean floor closest to land. 
   
9. open ocean The part of the ocean far away from the shore. 
   
10. abyss The deepest part of the ocean. 
   
11. tankers Huge ships that carry oil. 
   
12. oil spill It happens when an oil tanker crashes or sinks and oil leaks out into the ocean. 
   
13. astronomers Scientists who stufy stars and other obkects in space. 
   
14. optical telescope A tool that collects light waves, it makes obkects that are far away look closer. 
   
15. radio telescope It collects radio waves. 
   
16. space probe Is a spacecraft sent into space to explore. 
   


